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Forge is Autodesk’s cloud development platform. You can use Forge’s set of web service APIs to build innovative, cloud-powered applications, to streamline and innovate how you work.
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Design Automation APIs

Access the automation capabilities of Autodesk’s core products as cloud services.
Meet the panelists
Frank Schuyer

Chief Executive Officer & Founder, Xinaps

Xinaps Verifi3D provides real-time model checking in the cloud through a singular platform. It is a comprehensive cloud-based SaaS data validation platform for professionals in the AEC industry.
Matt Mason

Director of Software Development, IMAGINiT Technologies

IMAGINiT Clarity is an enterprise web application which helps AEC firms be more productive through task automation. Clarity can automate manual, repetitive tasks around printing and exports, model exchange, data extraction, model health, and more.
Thiago Almeida

Chief Technology Officer, Shedmate

Shedmate is an Australian based company with a mission to bring time and money savings for shed builders and designers, providing the tools so anyone can create BIM data, design, engineer, detail, and quote a Shed in minutes, from any device.
Sandip Jadhav

Chief Executive Officer,
CCTech

CCTech is a leader in digital transformation, helping companies digitize complex workflows by building simple to use applications for the AEC, manufacturing, and oil & gas industries. CCTech’s latest app Autonomous HVAC CFD helps customers to design better thermal comfort and ventilated office spaces.
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